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“We must tell their stories so that our children and
grandchildren will understand what our lives
might have been like had it not been for their sacrifice.”
These words spoken by then President H.W. Bush on Memorial Day several years ago, echo the sentiment in
the hearts of the White Devil Family this August. Our hearts are heavy due to the loss of two of our beloved
comrades in arms – SGT Jonathon Hunter and SPC Christopher Harris. Jon and Chris lost their lives on August
2nd, 2017 while on patrol near Kandahar, Afghanistan. Each of our lives is richer for having known these two
outstanding Paratroopers. They were both great leaders who were respected and admired by all. The White
Devils held two memorial ceremonies to honor our fallen – one in Kandahar for Blackheart Company, which
was also attended by senior leaders from throughout Afghanistan including General Nicholson. The second
memorial ceremony was at the battalion headquarters’ location where the rest of the battalion could honor
their friends. Though solemn, these services were also a celebration of the lives of these two men who paid
the ultimate sacrifice for our freedoms. At each service, friends spoke and recalled shared sacrifices, good
times, and cherished memories.
We also had two Paratroopers injured in the same blast who were evacuated from Afghanistan for further
medical treatment – SGT Jesse Todd and SGT Nikolas Ramirez. These brave Airborne leaders both received
Combat Infantryman’s Badges and Purple Hearts in the medical station at Kandahar Air Field from the TAAC-S
Commander, BG Aris, before departing for Landstuhl, Germany. White Devil 6, White Devil 9, Blackheart 6, and
Blackheart 9 all visited our wounded and attended the Purple Heart ceremony, and the resolve and
determination our wounded demonstrated is indicative of the spirit of the American Paratrooper – a dogged
determination to persevere despite hardship and pain – sheer grit. That same grit, is what will get the
Paratroopers of TF White Devils through the remainder of the deployment. Our resolve to finish this fight
and honor the legacy of our fallen and wounded has only been stiffened by this recent adversity.
TF White Devils would like to thank all of the family and friends of the
battalion who poured out their love and kindness to the families
affected by the recent tragedy. Thanks to our dedicated FRG volunteers
who called White Devil families and spread the somber news, some late
into the night. The way the White Devil Team and the entire 1/82 BCT
pulled together in the rear was a wonderful example of selfless service
and teamwork. The entire community rallied to make meals, visit the
hospital, and support the affected families. To our spouses in
Fort Bragg – thank you for your leadership during this difficult time.

To our Gold Star families - we will support you and honor your
sacrifices, now and in the future.
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Greetings from Afghanistan! The past 60 days have been busy, and 1SG Sword and I are tremendously proud
of all that your Paratroopers have accomplished. Team Havoc has worked diligently to enable the Battalion
to accomplish its mission of defending CL Dwyer. Your Paratroopers have provided indirect fire support,
medical support and coverage, base life support, planning and mission command for TF White Devil on a
daily basis, overcoming numerous challenges along the way, and constantly exhibiting the can-do spirit
resident in every Paratrooper. When not on mission, Havoc Troopers have been busy getting fit in the gym
and taking advantage of the numerous recreational activities on Dwyer.
Congratulations to SPC Hill (Scout PLT) and SGT Tripp (Medics) for winning the Battalion Soldier and NCO of
the Month boards. Congratulations also go to SGT Trotter (HQ) and PFC Pewitt (S2) for being recognized as
the Unsung Hero of the Week by the Battalion Commander. Havoc Troopers plan to continue to win during
the upcoming All American 100th Anniversary 5K run and 3v3 Basketball Tournament.
Team Havoc was recognized as the #2 HHC in Division, out of 32 HHCs overall, during the last Gavin Cup
Readiness Competition. Havoc Troopers continue to be ready to fight, and win, tonight!
1SG Sword and I are incredibly impressed with the efforts of your Havoc Troopers, and know that they will
continue to serve as the backbone of the Battalion and remain
an integral piece of TF White Devil’s mission success!
Strike Hold!
CPT Aaron Price and 1SG Stuart Sword

HHC Leaders provide guidance
during a Base Defense Exercise

Mortar PLT executing
Live Fire Training

HHC Patching Ceremony
for their involvement in OFS
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Several days ago we suffered the
tragic loss of two of our finest
Paratroopers: SPC Christopher
Harris, and SGT Jonathan Hunter.
Chris and Jon were lost to us while
on a vital mission to protect others,
during a crucial phase of operations
in our area of responsibility in
Kandahar. We grieve with the
Families of our lost brothers, and ask
the entire Blackheart family to join in
remembering these two men for
what they were: loyal friends, selfless
leaders, and true American heroes.
Wounded in the same attack were SGTs Jesse Todd and Nikolas Ramirez. Both are currently stable and en
route back to the US by way of Germany where they will continue to recover. Please keep Jesse and Nik in
your thoughts and
prayers.
As the Company continues to cope with our loss here, I ask that you continue to support your Paratrooper in
any way you can. We have difficult times ahead, but with the support of our families at home, and the
undeniably strong cohesion of the Company family, we will move forward. Few things form a more unique
bond within families than loss of this type. We will carry the memory of Chris and Jon with us and find
strength in the legacy they leave. I encourage everyone to lend support to the families of the fallen and
wounded, while respecting their wishes and grief.
CPT John Leisinger and 1SG Aaron Sirmin

3rd Platoon in the Motor Pool.
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Greetings from Afghanistan! With the addition of 3rd Platoon, Delta Company, Bravo Company is now Team
Bravo, conducting operations daily to disrupt enemy activity in our area of operations and enable the
Afghan National Defense Security Forces (ANDSF).
The deployment started with a sprint, however, nothing the Paratroopers from Team Bravo could not
quickly handle. Currently Troopers conduct perimeter security, patrols, and regularly meet with Afghan
National Defense Security Forces. When not conducting missions, our team is sharpening their skills on the
range, in the gym, and taking advantage of the wide variety of resources available on the base to become
better Infantryman and leaders. Of note, we promoted several new NCOs over the past two months.
Congratulations to SFC Trovato (2/B) and SSG Wiseman (1/B). SSG Wiseman will also be attending Ranger
School in the coming months; we wish him the best of luck. Several other Troopers passed the promotion
board and will be pinning Sergeant in the near future.
Team Bravo was also recognized with a unit safety award for no serious accidents within the last 365 days,
the only Company in the Brigade. Further, Team Bravo placed 6th out of 139 Companies in the Division on
the Gavin Cup Readiness Competition. Your Troopers are working hard around the clock in service to the
nation.
1SG Barreiro and I are extremely proud of the reputation Team Bravo has earned and are amazed each day
at the drive and accomplishments of our Paratroopers. Strike Hold!
CPT Brian Sells and 1SG Jose Barreiro

SSG Travato being
promoted to SFC by
LT Brosch

1SG Barreiro and CPT Sells ‘patch’
Team Bravo for their participation in
Operation Freedom Sentinel

Bravo Company receiving a class on how to
properly PMCS their MAXXPROs
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We are extremely proud of the effort being put forth each day here by your Paratroopers. As a Company,
we are setting the example for excellence with every mission we are assigned. The Command Team is
especially grateful for the efforts made by our family members in the Fort Bragg area to come to the aid of
others during difficult times this past month.
In Afghanistan, Charlie Rock is currently responsible for local security patrols, base perimeter defense, and a
quick reaction force to rapidly respond to any situation. While very busy on missions, we still continue to
conduct excellent training on base. SGT Mitchell and the Platoon Medics have certified 50+ Paratroopers on
first aid techniques that include starting IVs to push fluids. Everyone walked away from the training more
confident in their medical abilities.
Specialists Peter and Freestone launched our first
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flight during the
deployment. Flying our UAVs takes a great deal of
technical knowledge and attention to detail. The
proficiency of our UAV operators provides the Company
a better capability to fly and conduct reconnaissance for
our own missions.
Special congratulations go out to SGT Croisant and SGT
Walker who were promoted into the ranks of the
Non-Commissioned Officer, as well as, 1LT Salazar on his
promotion. Additionally, Staff Sergeants Crimmins and
3rd Platoon poses with Old Glory at the Battalion MP
Lopez were selected by the Department of the Army for
promotion to Sergeant First Class. They are truly ready to operate at levels of greater responsibility and we
look forward to promoting them sometime next year.
Our junior Paratroopers are doing great things and being recognized as well; the promotion board selected
SPC Tomaszewski and SGT Cass for promotion. SPC Gear and SPC Young reconfirmed their commitment to
the Army by re-enlisting. Thank you for your continued service to Charlie Company and our great nation!
We will continue to mentor and develop the Paratroopers of Charlie Rock so that we all make professional
and personal improvements during this deployment. We execute a Leaders Professional Development (LPD)
program on a weekly basis. Some of the classes given include: maintenance on our vehicle fleet, finance and
investment options, writing awards and the Army writing style, analyzing the enemy situation, the military
planning process called MDMP, and mock promotion boards.
CPT Michael Makrucki and 1SG Adam Breeding

2nd Platoon is on a top secret mission
to find some gains...in the gym!
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Greetings from Camp Dwyer, Kandahar Airfield, and Fort Bragg!
As you are aware, 2nd, 3rd, and Headquarters Platoons are here at Camp Dwyer, with 2nd Battalion, 504th
Parachute Infantry Regiment (Task Force White Devil) and 1st Platoon is attached to Alpha Company, 127th
Engineer Battalion (Task Force Devil Strike), at Kandahar Airfield. There are also members of the Company at
Fort Bragg, who will join the company in the future.
1SG Borja and I are proud of all the very diverse work the company has accomplished since leaving Fort
Bragg. Those at Fort Bragg have been participating in the battalion’s rear detachment missions of supporting
the activities of the division.
1st Platoon has the primary role of conducting security patrols around Kandahar Airfield for Alpha Company
and have to no surprise, impressed the leadership of Alpha Company. 2nd, 3rd, and HQ have assumed the
base defense and general engineering duties for Camp Dwyer.
Special congratulations go out to our Paratroopers and NCOs who were selected at the promotion board:
SPC J. Wright, SPC Wilson, SPC Chavez, SPC Zambrano, and CPL Amick. Well done!
The following re-enlisted this month: SGT Johnson, SPC McPhatter, SPC J. Wright, and SPC Daniels. Thank you
for your service to Bravo Company and your continued service to the United States Army!
Thanks to the Company Family Readiness Group for sponsoring a movie day at the Omni Theater. The next
FRG event will be an ice cream social on 16 August, at the Pope Family Readiness Center. Stop by after
dinner and make yourself a sundae! All are welcome. The volunteer key callers will provide a friendly
reminder and it will be posted on the FRG Facebook page: B Company 127 BEB “BARBARIANS” Family
Readiness Group.
As the summer begins to wind down, I hope all families can enjoy the rest of the summer and know that you
are in our hearts.
CPT Jo-Ann Edmonds and 1SG Ruben Borja

SPC Lao and SPC Santos
teaching and demonstrating
casualty care

RIP / TOA ceremony with
Task Force White Devil

SPC Mallory and CPL Amick
picket pounding

